Assembly of the most topologically regular two-dimensional micro and nanocrystals with spherical, conical, and tubular shapes.
We consider how to control the extension of curvature-induced defects in the hexagonal order covering different curved surfaces. In these frames we propose a physical mechanism for improving structures of two-dimensional spherical colloidal crystals (SCCs). For any SCC comprising of about 300 or less particles the mechanism transforms all extended topological defects (ETDs) in the hexagonal order into the point disclinations. Perfecting the structure is carried out by successive cycles of the particle implantation and subsequent relaxation of the crystal. The mechanism is potentially suitable for obtaining colloidosomes with better selective permeability. Our approach enables modeling the most topologically regular tubular and conical two-dimensional nanocrystals including various possible polymorphic forms of the HIV viral capsid. Different HIV-like shells with an arbitrary number of structural units (SUs) and desired geometrical parameters are easily formed. Faceting of the obtained structures is performed by minimizing the suggested elastic energy.